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when i pull into nakusp, British Columbia, on 
a cool day in March, it’s not hard to find the K2 Rotor Lodge. For 
many years, the Kuskanax Lodge at the corner of 1st Street and 3rd 
Avenue was easily ignored. But today, the 50s-style day-glow neon 
“K2 Rotor Lodge” sign sticks out like a beacon of cool in the sleepy 
village of 1,500. Thanks to a complete renovation last summer, 
the space feels more like a K2 museum — and yes, that’s K2 the 
Washington-based ski-manufacturing mogul — than a non-descript 
motel in the middle of nowhere. While heliskiing has been a fixture 
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN AN AMERICAN  
SKI-CULTURE GIANT AND THE WORLD’S 

PREMIER HELI-RESORT OPERATOR  
TAG TEAM A TINY HAMLET IN BRITISH 
COLUMBIA’S HINTERLAND? LOOK NO 

FURTHER THAN THE PEAKS AND  
BARSTOOLS ALONG UPPER ARROW LAKE, 

WHERE, STOKED BY THE SPIRITS OF 
MORRISON, PLAKE AND THE MAGICAL 

MAHRE FAMILY, K2 HAS COME TO TOWN

BY MITCHELL SCOTT
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in Nakusp since the mid-80s, when local Tad Derbyshire would 
take clients deep into the surrounding peaks of the Monashees 
and Selkirks, it’s always been based out of a fairly drab roadside 
motel. While Nakusp is still the town it has always been, the addi-
tion of the K2 Rotor Lodge has spiced things up a little. As the 
signature location in a newly minted partnership between K2 and 
Canadian Mountain Holidays, the largest heliski company in the 
world, Nakusp, all of a sudden, much like Wiegele’s, Retallack or 
Baldface, is on the big-mountain hit list of shred.

It’s a notable shift for such a quiet little place, far down a road 
that doesn’t really go anywhere, except to and past more quiet little 
places. Along the tranquil waters of the Arrow Lakes, smack dab 
in the middle of Highway 6 as it connects Revelstoke to the north 
and Nelson to the south, Nakusp is about as far removed as you 
can get in southern British Columbia. There are farms, antique 
stores, gas stations, fishing shops and an A-frame restaurant. High 
above, though, are wicked mountains; the Valhallas morph with 
the Monashees to the west, while the mighty Selkirks tower to the 
east. It is, if you can get there, unbelievable ski terrain. 

In 1996, Derbyshire sold Kootenay Heliskiing to Canadian 
Mountain Holidays, whose lodge name then became CMH 
Kootenay. While this location offers some of the best skiing in the 
company’s massive tenure (CMH operates from eight lodges and 
hotels in the Kootenays, with a tenure that encompasses approxi-
mately 15,000 square kilometres of terrain — about half the size of 
Belgium), it was often considered one of its least popular, mainly 
due to the fairly average accommodations in a very remote village. 

“We’re the first to close and the last on people’s lists when it comes 
to choosing a CMH lodge,” explains Peter MacPherson, the lodge 
manager at what is now called CMH K2. “For the most part, they 
all want to go to Bobbie Burns or the Bugaboos, the more iconic 
lodges. That’s changing now, though, with the introduction of this 
new partnership. The presence of K2 athletes and staff, who’ve 
been coming up here religiously for the past couple of years, as well 
as the photography and footage that’s coming out of our lodge, is 
beginning to attract younger, more adventure-oriented skiers.” 

Renovated in the summer of 2012 and marking the begin-
ning of a unique venture between K2 and CMH — two companies 
with a combined 100 years of experience in the ski industry — the 
motel underwent a significant metamorphosis. Old K2 parapher-
nalia is sprinkled throughout the lodge, and each has its own 
distinct theme. There are posters, top sheets of classic K2 models, 
covered bar stools, and bits of helicopters on the walls. It’s funky 
and it feels “ski” in every room.

it’s sunny,  there are 20 centimetres of cold -9 C powder, 
and the mountains are firing. “This is skiing in the Selkirks,” says 
lead guide and Nakusp local Patrick Baird. “It’s always good up 

“THE PRESENCE OF K2 ATHLETES AND STAFF, WHO’VE 
BEEN COMING UP HERE RELIGIOUSLY FOR THE PAST 
COUPLE OF YEARS, AS WELL AS THE PHOTOGRAPHY 
AND FOOTAGE THAT’S COMING OUT OF OUR LODGE, 
IS BEGINNING TO ATTRACT YOUNGER, MORE 
ADVENTURE-ORIENTED SKIERS.” 
 — PETER MACPHERSON, CMH K2
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here. It always snows.” With that, he leads his group of ten skiers 
down into clouds of whitesmoke, through perfectly spaced trees, to 
the valley bottom far below. In his tow are clients from Calgary and 
Wisconsin, California and Kelowna. They’re all on K2 prototype 
skis, every single one having the time of their life. No one really 
knows where the hell they are, and they don’t really care. They do 
know, however, that this is cool.

Let’s face it, heliskiing is rad. With 1,155 square kilometres and 
230 runs in both the Selkirks and Monashees, and an average snow-
fall of 1,800cms this CMH tenure is arguably one of the company’s 
best — but K2 is also radical. For 50 years, K2 has stayed true to 
their madcap brand image, sponsoring some of the sports more 
iconic athletes: Seth Morrison, Glen Plake and Scot Schmidt, to 
name a few. Their product has also been equally as influential, from 
the neon-pink Comp KVC to the waterski-like Pontoon.

For the past few seasons, K2 staff and athletes have made Nakusp 
their go-to ski retreat. Professional skiers like Pep Fujas, Sean Petit, 
Andy Mahre and Seth Morrison come up here regularly to shoot, 
while K2 marketers and designers stew in heavy “board” meet-
ings. I’m sharing a helicopter with a crew of the company’s design 

engineers who’ve travelled through the BC wilds with a truckload 
of 2014 K2 product for CMH guests to test. “It’s a great way for us 
to ski and interact with our consumers,” says Matt O’Laughlin, a 
design engineer at K2. “The fact that they get to comment on new 
product currently in development makes it special for both them 
and us. It’s very real time.” 

During our trip, four K2 designers spread out among the three 
different groups of guests, offering comments and fielding feedback, 
adjusting bindings and switching out skis as the day goes on. For 
their efforts, every client at CMH K2 gets a free pair of skis of their 
choosing, shipped to them at the beginning of next season.

From a marketer’s perspective, the partnership between the two 
companies is nothing short of brilliant. Fun for the whole family, 
you could say. “We’ve had such a positive experience,” says Mike 
Gutt, K2’s global marketing manager. “First at the Monashees, and 
especially for the past two seasons at Kootenay. It’s a cool place 
where everything resonates with the K2 vibe: the town, the mental-
ity, the terrain.” 

After a full day of flying through the Selkirk backcountry, drop-
ping through rolling glades and down perfectly inclined subalpine 
pow, we awake to a raging spring snowstorm on day two. With 
clouds to valley bottom, we’re unable to fly, what the guides say 
only happens a handful of days during the year. We head up to 
Summit Ski Hill on the road back to New Denver, a community-
run T-bar that’s open Thursday through Sunday. It’s Wednesday, 
but the operator opens it up for us and we ski warm, boot-deep 
snow, hosing Kokanees that need to be found via transceiver. A 
K2 guy dresses up in a yeti suit and we hit the terrain park. A few 
months ago, a young Nakusp skier approached K2 with an idea to 
build rails at Summit; he came to the motel and made his presen-

“OTHERWISE THERE’S NOTHING GOING ON HERE.  
OUR SONS ARE GOING TO WORK IN ALBERTA; WE 
WANT YOUNGER PEOPLE, PEOPLE FROM OUT OF TOWN, 
PEOPLE WHO LEAVE WITH AMAZING EXPERIENCES.  
WE NEED THAT.”
— KARL BENDER, BUSINESS OWNER, NAKUSP
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tation in front of clients and K2 staff. K2 went ahead and awarded 
him $1,500 to build the rails, with Andy Mahre helping the young 
shredder with the design. A pro skier from Washington, Mahre even 
skied a few days with the kid at Summit. That stuff doesn’t happen 
every day. Not out here, anyway. 

Returning to the lodge after our beer-fuelled Summit adventure, 
a group of us wander across the street to drink some “boots” before 
dinner. Originally from Germany, Karl Bender has been running 
Karl’s Woodfire Pizza N More for 18 years. He serves us giant boot 
glasses that hold more than a few pints of beer. The K2 guys lead 
the group in a pub-crawl chugfest. We are loud and boisterous. At 
one point a family leaves the restaurant because of the ruckus. Karl 
loves it, though. “Having these guys here puts Nakusp on the map,” 
he tells me, while “boot, boot, boot” blares through the restaurant. 
“Otherwise there’s nothing going on here. Our sons are going to 
work in Alberta; we want younger people, people from out of town, 
people who leave with amazing experiences. We need that.”

We emerge from Karl’s restaurant with silver-dollar-sized flakes 
falling from the sky. Tomorrow could be epic. But the party isn’t 
stopping; it’s off to the Leland, the longest-running hotel in British 
Columbia. I sit with guide Patrick Baird in the character-rich pub 
and have another beer, my head still reeling from the boots. We watch 
the K2 guys get busy at the bar, good friends now with people they 
just met 48 hours ago. I ask about tomorrow and why he loves this 
place so much. “This is the perfect confluence of everything you’d 
ever want in a ski destination,” says Baird. “Snow, terrain and weather. 
In all my years guiding, I haven’t encountered anything better.”

Strong words, but easily validated. Not just from seeing and 
skiing it first-hand, but also perhaps, despite being in the middle 
of nowhere, that one of the world’s most reputable ski brands 
would work so hard to have their own heliski lodge right here. You 
could say both K2 and CMH chose wisely. Now the quiet village of 
Nakusp is benefitting not only from a brilliant confluence of snow, 
terrain and weather, but from some serious marketing savvy as well.

 
KMC Editor-in-Chief Mitchell Scott wears many a marketing hat and 
secretly wishes he came up with the K2 Rotor Lodge idea. He’s pretty 
upset he didn’t come up with the giant boots full of beer one too.

IT’S SUNNY, THERE ARE 20 CENTIMETRES OF COLD 
-9 C POWDER, AND THE MOUNTAINS ARE FIRING. 
“THIS IS SKIING IN THE SELKIRKS,” SAYS LEAD GUIDE 
AND NAKUSP LOCAL PATRICK BAIRD. “IT’S ALWAYS 
GOOD UP HERE. IT ALWAYS SNOWS.”

Top to bottom: A beacon of shred in Nakusp, 
BC. Photo: Mitchell Scott. K2 pro athlete Andy 
Mahre checks in for some Selkirk goodness. 
Photo: Bryce Duffy. Horsing around with Das 
Boot and owner of Woodfire Pizza N’ More, Karl 
Bender, Nakusp, BC. Photo: Mitchell Scott. 
CMH K2 Lodge Manager Peter MacPherson. 
Photo: Bryce Duffy.

We never stop moving®

Book your Backcountry Skiing  
package with Leavenworth-based 
Northwest Mountain School  
at SleepingLady.com or  
call 800.574.2123.

stay inspired by nature


